COSMOLOGY OF CHRIST’S BIRTH
The Cosmology of Christ’s Birth series does not venture to guess or speculate on the actual date of Jesus Christ’s birth but rather emphasize and focus on the peculiarities of the
cosmology that perhaps might give additional clues as to the window of the probable time of the King’s 1st Advent. This illustration features the depiction of the cosmic configuration of the
winter –1BC as it pertains to the window of time after that Jesus Christ was born in Bethlehem. Looking south over the horizon around October 8th, Jupiter is aligned with Spica in Virgo. Spica
refers to the Coming of the Branch, the Messiah that would come from a Virgin conception. In terms of sacred geometry, this position of Jupiter is in approximation to the Celestial Star Gates.
These Gates are the Golden and Silver Gates. If the heavenly skies are bent to show an equilibrium of proportion, the rendition of the cosmos resembles the IXOYE ’fish’ sign. If such a
inference is possible, it would coincide to the forthcoming Age of Pisces and the subsequent Age of the Church with a commission to catch men as fish unto salvation and the Kingdom. This
would have been a very powerful message as those that read the stars could not avoid. In summation, it reads, Bootes the coming Crowned Coming Prince is coming as he is the Royal lineage
birthed of a Virgin, the Promised One, Messiah, chosen to crush the Head of the Scorpion but at a sacrifice, a piercing of the victim that will die on a Cross.
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When Jupiter is aligned with Spica in Virgo, it becomes
center geometrically of the 3 primary stars of AntaresArcturus-Regulus. It configures a pyramid that alludes
to the sacred pattern of the Great Pyramid of Giza. The
sign of Virgo is the only constellation that anthropomorphically gives birth.
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GREAT PYRAMID OF GIZA PATTERN
As the layout is superimposed over Virgo, the
various planets, in some cases, that traverse the
constellation running parallel with the Ecliptic depicts the planets as ascending the Grand Gallery and
being ‘birthed’ in the King’s Chamber area.

This study supposes that as the first advent of Jesus Christ was characterized by 3
major circumstances that pertained to the Holy Land, the world and Israel, so too will His
2nd Advent likewise mirror the conditions. There are 4 main factors that were present at
Jesus’ visitation to Earth. 1) There was an AntiChrist political leader that ruled the world.
He was ascribed a ‘son of the gods’. 2) the Jews were ruled by a usurper ‘king’
that sought to appease the Jews by beautifying the Temple and thus was a
defacto High Priest or False Prophet. 3) The Land of Israel was divided by various
Roman and proxy rulers. And 4) the Temple stood as a symbol of national Israel.

‘King of the
Jews’

If the pattern is valid, then Jesus Christ will come at such a similar time when it will be
the same world empire system, that of Rome that will have an AntiChrist that will seek
worship as ‘god’ and present himself as the Messiah. There will be a world religious
leader. the False Prophet that will direct the masses to this 1st Beast. Likewise, Israel
might will be divided as part of a Peace Process or concession that would allow for the
3rd building of the Temple in Jerusalem.
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‘Son of God’

After the Visitation by the Magi during the
Winter Solstice, Jupiter began its retrograde
in the head region of Virgo perhaps as a
indicator of how the Magi parted to their
country another way, avoiding Herod and
Joseph and Mary with Jesus were warned of
the LORD to flee to Egypt. This would later
prophetically correlate to how the LORD
‘called my SON out of Egypt. This is in
reference to Israel but singularly to GOD the
SON. Hosea 11:1 (From Nazareth to
Bethlehem is 111 kilometers)
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Herod the Great’s Kingdom
Divided amongst his Sons
4BC
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The trek from Bethlehem to Egypt was
around 270 miles and took perhaps 9 or 10
days to complete at 30 miles a day.

The Temple Platform
Facing East

Persian Wiseman, Astrologers of the Royal
house, school of the Prophet Daniel.

Roman Procurators
Herod Antipas

Estimated 40,000 rockets from Gaza alone
aimed and launched on a continuous basis
against Israeli settlements.
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Decapolis
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